Digital Innovation Challenge for Europe’s SMEs and startups.

THINK BIG, PLAY SMART, STAND OUT!

Did you miss the first online info session held on 25 November? Click here to check the challenge.

Discover open solutions

Get inspired by success stories

Home

Get support

Check the news

DISCOVER THE CHALLENGE
We invite Europe’s Digital SMEs and startups to innovate and grow their business based on our open and reusable solutions.

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
Europe is becoming increasingly digital. Be one of the SMEs or startups shaping a Digital Europe.

In the context of the Digital Single Market, public administrations across the EU have adopted open and reusable solutions to create generic digital public administration components.

01
Imagine

- Get inspired by success stories
- Discover the open solutions
- Register and get the application form
- Fill in the application form and get support
- Submit your application form by e-mail

02
Co-create

- Get evaluated by experts
- Attend a co-creation bootcamp (if shortlisted)
- Refine your idea with our coaches
- Pitch your idea to the jury
- Connect with the network

03
Pitch your idea

- Get final evaluation by the jury
- Be selected as a winner
- Get invited to the award ceremony
- Pitch your idea and receive your prize
- Stand out at the European level

Why now?
Digital SMEs are already using our open solutions to innovate and grow their businesses. Read their stories.

**Think big: Ubiwhere**

Bring data to life and innovate new smart services by consolidating the data scattered around the city.

Learn more

**Play Smart: MITMYNID**

Build your own communications network that connects players globally across sectors and borders.

Learn more
DISCOVER OPEN AND REUSABLE SOLUTIONS
We can help you develop new digital services or solutions and grow your business.

Thinking big

Broaden your vision for big impact in shaping a digital Europe

Check out solutions

Playing Smart

Reinforce your position in the market with a plug and play solution that scales

Check out solutions
Standing out

Enhance your visibility across Europe with a unique service offering

Check out solutions

Quick links
- Discover open solutions
- Get inspired by success stories
- Check the challenge
- Get support

Follow us

Instagram
#SMEsConnectingEurope
Discover open solutions

Get inspired by success stories

Check the challenge

Get support

Subscribe to the newsletter
Check regular updates. Read the latest news. We will keep you informed about what's happening.

SUBSCRIBE

Contact us
EC-SMEs-Connecting-Europe@ec.europa.eu
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APPLY